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MATHEMATICA!. MODELLING AND NU M ER IC AL ANALYSIS
MODÉLISATION MATHÉMATIQUE ET ANALYSE NUMÉRIQUE

(Vol. 30, n° 2, 1996, p. 185 à 213)

ON THE ACCURACY OF ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS
FOR LONGITUDINAL DEFORMATION OF A THIN PLATE (*)

by Serguei A. NAZAROV
Abstract. — We estimate the différence between a solution of the three-dimension problem
about longitudinal déformation of a thin plate and solutions of two-dimensional problems
modelling it. By construction of three initial asymptotic terms, including boundary layers, we
form the "high précision" problem, the solution of which gives more précise approximations of
three-dimensional displacement and stress fields than the usual one. Different types of loading
are under considération.
Résumé. — On étudie la différence entre la solution d'un problème tri-dimensionnel de
déformation longitudinale d'une plaque mince et les solutions d'un problème bi-dimensionnel
modélisant cette déformation. On construit un problème précis dont la solution donne des
informations plus précises que les modèles habituels sur le déplacement tri-dimensionnel et le
tenseur des contraintes.

1. PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS

It is a well-known fact that longitudinal déformation of a thin threedimensional isotropic plate Qh = Q x (- h/2, h/2) can be described
approximately by a solution of the two-dimensional elasticity problem for the
Lame operator with a new Poisson ratio. In the classics of the theory of
elasticity the correspondance between these formulations of the plate problem
is concluded by the hypotheses which are based on certain physical reasons
and assert the stress field in Qh to depend only on the variables (xvx2)
and
to satisfy the restrictions

<713 = <r23 = <733 = 0

in

Qth
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(x3-axis is perpendicular to the bases S^ of Qh ). Such assumptions, of course,
are sufficient to dérive the équations in Q from the ones in Qh. However, in
frames of this heuristic approach boundary value conditions on the latéral
surface Sh can be fulfilled only in some intégral sensé and, hence, in the
vicinity of S°h the stress state loses the above-mentioned plane properties. This
perturbation of the state is interpreted in mechanics as an abnormal influence
of S°h ; it results in so-called plate edge effects.
Several mathematical approaches have been developed to perform the
dérivation in question (see [1-5], etc). Most of them are based principally on
the direct asymptotic analysis of the elasticity problem, since plate* s thickness
h is to be regarded as a small parameter. Leading terms of the asymptotics in
Qh prove to coïncide with a solution of the problem in Q, while among terms
of higher orders there are component solutions of boundary layer type which
are closely connected with the plate edge effects. The procedure to investigate
the boundary layer phenomenon was developed in [6-9] and others. In our
paper we follow the way indicated in [10, 1] and slightly modified in accordance with [8] (see Sect. 4 and 5).
The question of justification cornes up, apart from formai asymptotic
constructions. In [11,2] it was proved that in certain natural sensé solutions
of the problem in Qh converge as h —» + 0 to a solution of the corresponding
problem in Q (both longitudinal déformation and bending of plates are under
considération). The results of the paper [12], which treats self-adjoint elliptic
problems in thin domains, can be applied also to the plate problems in virtue
of Korn's inequality with a correct distribution of powers of h at terms in
Hl( Ql )-norm. The necessary inequality was obtained in [13] where the theory
of bending of thin plates was justified (see also [14-16] with variants of Korn's
inequalities including weighted ones). This inequality becomes asymptotically
sharp for bending (cf. [17] where the précision of the estimate verified in [13]
is confirmed indirectly). However, avoiding principal spécifications of plane
stress state it loses the sharpness in the case of longitudinal déformation. Thus,
the estimâtes derived from the gênerai ones in [12] can not be précise. In
Section 1, by a new distribution of multipliers hm, we fit up Korn's inequality
for our case and then, in Section 6, use it to justify the asymptotics.
To check up the asymptotic précision of an estimate, one should, first of all,
find out asymptotic terms of higher order. For a plate with the clamped latéral
surface such correcting terms were constructed in [18] (this paper does not
contain complete proofs, but the estimâtes needed to conclude them can be
derived, of course, by the same considérations as in Sect. 6). It happens that
boundary layer component solutions are of the main importance for the
corrections while the solution of the problem in Q with Dirichlet conditions
on dQ détermines the displacement and stress fields in Qh up to O(h) and
O(hd~h l ) (here dh(x) - max {h, dist (x, S°h)} and the correct interprétation
of the symbol O is given in Sect. 6). The précision of the two-dimensional
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approximation for the plate Qh with loaded latéral surface S°h is unpredictably
high : if the load on S° does not depend on xv the correcting terms in the
displacement and stress asymptotics are, respectively, equal to O(h3) and
O( h3 d~h x ) ! For other types of loading (mass forces, compression loads
applied at plate's bases, etc.) there appear additional asymptotic terms which
have the same structure as the leading one, but are generated by another
solutions of the previous problem in Q. Owing to the outlined similarity we
sum up all the solutions in Q which have figured in the asymptotics and form
the "high précision" problem. The data of the last problem, of course, depend
on the small parameter. The main point is that although the solution
v* = v° + hvl + h2 v2 can be obtained by the same means as v°, the
two-dimensional field v gives rise to high order approximations of displacements and stresses (see Sect. 7 and 8). In this connection, we mention that
analogous modelling of déformation of plates with clamped edges is realized
by treating problems in a slightly perturbed domain Q(h) with elastic
clamping conditions on dQ(h) (see [18], and [17] in case of bending).
As usual, the asymptotic procedures applied hère need supplementary
assumptions on smoothness of the problem data. Paying attention to simplification of proofs we do not search for the sharpest restrictions and choose
ones, sufficient in plenty to conclude précise estimâtes. Nevertheless, basing
on that in engineering it is very unreal to distinguish bet ween Sobolev spaces
He+9/2(Q) and He+7/2(Q) (see Remark 3), we are hoping that this incompletion will not deny possible applications of the results.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM ON A THIN PLATE

Let Q cr IR be a domain bounded by a smooth simple contour. We introducé
the cylinder
2 , = {;c = ( v , z ) e R 2 x R l : y e û , |*| < h/2}
with
the bases
S * = Q x { ± h/2}
and the latéral
side
S°h= dû x (- h/2, h/2) ; hère ft/diam Q is a small parameter. Henceforth
we achieve diam Q = 1 by rescaling, the h being small itself. We assume the
thin plate Qh to be made from an isotropic homogeneous elastic material and
regard the three-dimensional problem of the linear theory of elasticity
\
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where L is the Lame operator with the constants A, ju ; Vx = grad,
Ax = V^. Vx, M* is a displacement vector, a( u ) is a stress tensor with the
Cartesian components

<5£. . means the Kronecker symbol, e' is the unit vector of jtf.-axis,
n = ( n' 0 ) and ri imply the unit outward normal s on Sh and dQ, respectively.
In order to treat the pure longitudinal déformation of the plate we suppose, in
addition, that

where the mass force ƒ and the loads q, p are two-dimensional vectors.
Due to the assumptions on the data symmetry we always may choose a
solution of (l)-(3) with the properties

Further we deal only with solutions satisfying (6). It is a well-known fact that
the field uh is determined up to rigid displacements, the lineal of which, under
the restrictions (6), takes the form
m = {cY e + c2 e2 + co(el

x 2 - e2xx

) : c

p

e R }.

Thus, in order to treat unique solutions we must add to (6) certain orthogonality conditions — we select the following ones :

Hère œ is a subdomain of Q, mes2 œ > 0 and dist (cw, Q) ^ d> 0 ;
( , )@ means the inner product in L2(0) ; y/' implies the two-dimensional
vector (y/v y/2) obtained from y/ ;
h/2

v(yjZ)dz.
-h/2

We shall need variants of Korn's inequality adapted for thin domains. The
first one was obtained in [13] and we present hère the original proof, simple
and short.
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1 : Let u satisfy (6) and (7). Then

h2\\dzu'\\l+

\W\\\

(8)

where dz = d/dz, Vy = (d/dyv d/dy2), cQ dépends neither on h e ( 0 , 1] nor
on M, and || . \\h stands for L2(Qh)-norm.
Proof : Since

A)

1

< 1/3, in virtue of (4) we get

cE(u]

(9)

We perform the changes of variables
x*-+ (y, C) = (y. A" ] z )

= (u',hu3)

(10)

in the last intégral ƒ and obtain

-iliM

h

- 2

dv;

dV

We replace h by 1 in the integrand and apply Korn's inequality (e.g. [19, 14])
in the fixed domain Qx (note that h ^ 1 and conditions (6), (7) at h = 1 are
fulfilled by ( u , w ) ) . Thus,

It suffices to get back to x and u by inverting (10). •
Due to (9) with i=j = 3 one can omit the multiplier h4 at I I ^ ^ H ^ in
(8). Nevertheless, inequality (8) stands to ignore spécifications of restrictions
(6) (bending of the plate is impossible) and it may be improved. First, since
M3 = 0 due to (6), we appeal to the Poincare inequality
Mi/2

-h/2
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integrated over Q, and change h || u3 \\ h for h || w3 || 2h in (8). Next, in view of
two-dimensional Korn's inequality completed by (7),

2

f

dut

dydz

j

dy.

dy

^c(Q)h\\u';H\Q)\\2

\u;Hl(Qh)\\2

=>

This relation together with

h2II dz w'Hl = h21| dz(u'-

u') Wl^n21|

u'- M'IIl

allows us to eliminate h2 at llw'H^ in (8). We formulate now the resulting
inequality.
LEMMA

2 : If u satisfies (6) and (7), then

Multiplying (1) by M\ integrating by parts and taking (2), (3) into account,
we arrive at
£( uh ) = (ƒ. u')Qh + (p, uh')s
where
(f,uh')Qh^hm\\f;L2(Q)\\.\\uh'\\h,
(p,uh')so ^ hm\\p;L2(dQ)\\

. \\uh'-L2{S0h)\

chmm\\p ;L2(dQ) |

1 /2 1
|

H t\\iL

/ j ir\ \ 2 11 -ï

I u \\h + ( h / 2 )

/l /11 2 \

\\dzu \\h).

Applying (11), we conclude
\uh\h^chm(\\f-L2(Q)\\

+ \\q;L2(Q)\\

+ \\p ; L2(dQ)\\ ) .

(12)
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1 : If the compatibility condition
(ƒ + 4> V % + O> w')aQ = 0 V> e ^

(13)

is fulfilled, then problem (l)-(3) has the unique solution uh e Hl(Qh) subject
to (6), (7), and the estimate (12) is valid with the constant c depending neither
on h ^ 1 nor on ƒ, p, q.
Proof : Taking account of (5) we dérive (13) from the usual compatibility
conditions for an elasticity problem in a spatial domain. They are six (the main
vector and moment of loading have to vanish), however (7) contains only three
linearly independent conditions — the three are fulfilled spontaneously in
virtue of (6). Uniqueness of a solution follows from that a rigid displacement
becomes trivial, since it satisfies both (6) and (7). •
We note that (12) and (13) were the very reasons to put h into the right-hand
side of (2).
3. THE ASYMPTOTICS OF uh AT A DISTANCE FROM S°h

Following the gênerai approach for constructing asymptotic décompositions
of solutions of elliptic problems in thin domains (see [1, 20], etc.) we take
(14)
as the asymptotic form for a solution of (l)-(3), (6), (7). We use just the same
notations as in (10) and prescribe
1/2

J

V\y,Od(

= 0,

j = 0,l,...

(15)

-1/2

While going over to the coordinates (y, () we get the représentations
L( Vx) = h~2 L°(8 C ) + h' ' L\Vy, 3C) + h°L\Vy)

where B(Vx) u = o°\u),

Blfl{O=téj,
vol. 30, n° 2, 1996
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,

(16)

£ = (£'. £3),

= Kk

(7,*=1,2).

(17)
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In the list (17) we have omitted zero entries of 3 x 3-matrices Lk and Bk, We
put (14), (16) into (1) and (2) and piek up coefficients at hj~2 and hJ~\
respectively. As the result, we obtain the Neumann problems for ordinary
differential (in £ ) équations with the parameter y e Q :
) = - L\ Vr dc) VJ-\y, f) - L\ Vy) V'- 2 (y, O -

°

Ce ( - 1 / 2 , 1 / 2 ) ,

j 2

) .

(18)

Here V€ = 0 and P^ = 0 in the case Î < 0. It is clear that the formula

ƒ

1/2

*r(y,OdÇ

+ g + (y)-g-(y)

= 0,

yeQ,

(19)

- 1/2

implies the compatibility condition for the problem
y, O, C ^ ( - 1/2, 1/2) ; fl°(dc) ^ ( y , ± 1/2) = g±(y) .
Our immédiate objective is to solve, step by step, problems (18) with
j = 0, „., 4 and write down corresponding compatibility conditions which will
be intended to define vk in (14).
We dénote the right-hand sides of (18) by ^r\gj±.
Since ^° = 0,
o±
g = 0 , according to (15)
V° = 0 .
Further, ^

(20)

= 0, flf! * = - AVy . y0 e3 and obviously
V1 (v, C) = ~ J ^

V y . i>°(v) e 3 .

(21)

By (20), (21) and (5), (17) we get
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and that is why the problem (18) with j = 2 has a solution if and only if the
following équation with k = 0 is valid :
y

(22)
Hère V is the two-dimensional Lame operator with the same shear modulus
fÀ as in (1) and the new second Lame constant
l

.

(23)

Moreover,

f =f+ q

(24)

and the solution V2 of (18), (15) takes the form

We have to continue our procedure. The vectors ^ \ g*±, where
7 = 3,4, become very cumbersome ; we omit them and write down only
formulae related to u1 and v2. First of ail, with help of (21), (25) and (17) we
transform the condition (19), where ^ \ g± are replaced by #"4, g4±, into
System (22) with k = 1 and

Besides,

<27>

voL 30, n° 2, 1996
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(compare the last line with (25)). Finally, the equality (19) at j = 4 coincides
with (22) where k = 2 and
f

l

VyVy.q.

(28)

4. THE BOUNDARY LAYER

In Section 3 we derived Systems (22) intended to define the functions v1 in
(14). In order to supply them with boundary conditions we investigate the
boundary layer phenomenon near the latéral surface.
Owing to (20), (21), (25), (27)

0 , ik = 1 , 2 ) , (29)

where dots stand for inessentional terms and T.fc( v ) are the Cartesian components of the two-dimensional stress tensor T(V),

Stresses (29) have to satisfy certain conditions on plate's latéral side. According to (5) and (29) we eliminate in (3) discrepancies of order O{ 1 ) by setting
T(n)(vo;y) = T(voiy)n'(y)=p(y),

y e dû .

(31)

Discrepancies of higher orders are compensated by the solution of boundary
layer type
(32)

Hère (s, n) are natural coordinates in the neighbourhood % of dQ, s and n
mean the are length on dQ and the distance from dQ along the outward
M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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normal, respectively ; % G C$ (%) is a cut-off fonction ^ = 1 near dû. We
introducé the "rapid" coordinates ?? = (f/p^)* where rfx=h""lnll
and
rj2~h~ l z. To go over to the coordinates ( s, rjv rj2) in (l)-(3), we recall the
following form of homogeneous equilibrium équations :

A[ds am - k{ass - ann)} 4- èn ann + ^ , = 0 ,

(33)

Hère ds = d/ds, etc.; Â(s, n) = [1 + nk(s)]~ l» k is the curvature of
BQ (positive for convex domains) ; lastly the components of the tensor
a — o{ u ) are defined by

kuj]

z

,

(34)

+ dz un] , au = fi[dz us + Aês uz] ,

while asn = om and s o on.
Now we should follow the same way as in Section 3 : to dérive décompositions of the operators L and B written in (s,^), to put them together with
(32) into (l)-(3), and to collect coefficients at hj~2 and # ' ~ \ respectively. As
the resuit, we obtain a row of problems with differential (in tj ) équations and
the parameter s. Besides, in the coordinates tj each of cross-sections of the
plate Qh by planes, perpendicular to S°h, becomes the semi-strip
i 7 = ( - o o , 0 ) x ( - 1/2,1/2) after putting h = 0. Using the notations
Wj = ( Wj\ W3) ,

WJ/^ (W{9 W2) = ( H / ,

dW. ÔW

vol. 30, n° 2» 1996
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and observing (33), (34) wefincLthat the whole problem for WJ splits into the
elasticity problem for W^'and the Neumann problem for WJ3 :
- pAn Wj'(s, ri) - ( 1 + Ai) Vn V Wj'(s, *O = /**U *) , V e 77,
tli(Wj;s,O,n2)

= Kf(sitÏ2)i

/

|i/2|<l/2,

^±(j>i71),

i/, < 0 ,

*13( W* ; s, 0, »72) = 4 ° ( s , i72) ,

(35)
î=l,2;

| j / 2 | < 1/2 ,

r23( W ; s, rjv ± 1/2) = 4 * ( * , » 7 i ) .

(36)

^7i < 0 -

Recalling symmetry conditions (6) we add to (35), (36) the analogous ones
i/1,-i72),

€=1,3;

W2(5f i/) = - W^(s, Î / ^ - t,2) , (37)

the symmetry restrictions on / ? , J^0, i ^ 1 that ensure (37) are demanded, too.
The main property of the boundary layer functions Wj is to decrease at an
exponential rate as rjx —» - ». The following assertion is a spécification of
gênerai results on elliptic problems in domains with cylindrical outlets to
infinîty (cf. [21, 22] and Ch. 5 [23]) ; of course, there exist other approaches
to prove this well-known resuit.
PROPOSITION 2 : Let S be a positive smalt number,
e **1 HJ e L 2 (i7) ,

e' ^ KJ± e L 2 ( - oo, 0 ) ,

KJ0 G L 2 (~ 1/2, 1/2).

If the symmetry restrictions on HJ, KJ~, KJ are valid and

f H{dn + \
on

Kfdrjz+^2

i -1/2

±

±

I

K

? dt?x = O, t= 1, 3 ,

(38)

J-~

then problems (35), (36) have the unique solutions W1', WJ3 satisfying (37),
e' SVi WJ e H\J7) and the inequality
||e~ s"' WJ ;H\n)\\

« c( || e~ **' HJ ; L2(77) || +

|| Ki0i0 ; L 2((-- 1,
1 1 ) || + 2 II «" *"
*"^J± -L 2 ( - ~. 0 ) II
±
2
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Remark 1 : To preserve the results in Proposition 2 in non-symmetry case,
one has to add other two orthogonality conditions to (38).
Remark 2 : Under smoothness assumptions on the data of (35), (36) the
solution Wj becomes smoother every where in 77 with exception of the angular
points 2P ± = (0, ± 1/2). Nevertheless, if in addition to the hypotheses of
Proposition 3, e~ ô??l KJ± e Hm(- ~, 0 ) , Kj0 G 7/ 1 / 2 (- 1/2, 1/2), then
e

ÔVl

min {1, dist (17, 0>± )} d2 WJ ldrji dnk G L 2 (77) ,

the corresponding estimate holding true. One can take more précise results
from [23].
We are going to fulfill (38) by fixing certain boundary value conditions on
dû for i / ~ \ We recall that we have compensated F, P± in (1), (2) and P° in
(3) while constructing (14) and prescribing (31), respectively. Hence, taking
account of £ = nx we obtain, in virtue of (29) and (34), the formulae

Kf(s,

ri2) = -Tn5(vl

;s, 0 ) ,

K2± = 0 ,

H2 = 0 ,

(39)

where we use (s,n) instead of y as arguments of vl, q and n\ Thus, the
conditions (38) with j = 2 turn into
z^n\vl

; y) = 0 , y G d£? ,

(40)

and, further,
W* = 0 ,
where X satisfies (35) with Hj'=0,

Kj± = 0 and Kj0(n2)

(41)
= rj2e2.

Since differential operators written in (s,n) lose homogeneity property and
their coefficients are not constant, the calculation of H\ Kj±, Kj0 for
j ^ 3 looks more complicated than calculations we have performed : one
should décompose the coefficients into Teylor series in n, make the change
vol. 30, n° 2, 1996
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n i-> rj2 and collect all terms of order O( hj~2 ), the number of which increases
intensely due to growth of j . Nevertheless, every expression with j = 3 is
simplified by W2 = 0 and, in the end, we arrive at
H\ = k(À + 2 ju) dx W2 , H\ = k[fid1 W22 + (^ + X) d2 W2X] ,
Â^^O,

K32±=-kÂW2;

(42)

and
H\ = (Ï. + n)j-s{d,W\ + d2W\) ,¥?* - fij-sW\,

(43)

To shorten formulae, we put d. in place of dfdtf^ We outline that the discrepancy, produced in (3) by (29), was taken into account both in (42) and (43)
(see K]° and^f).
We corne up at the main difficulty : to calculate intégrais in (38) whilst any
mple form for W is not available.
LEMMA

3 : The formulae

Ix=-(X

+ 2fi) f dlX1(i/)di7 + A f

^(0,^)^2 = 9414^

f (dlXi(ff)^d2X2(f1))dfj-iJ

Jn

\

^(0,

J-i/2

//J (the X was introduced in (41)).
Proof : Let us define the vector fields
Y\r,) = [4,u(A +AO]~ '( [A
\ n ) Y \ r ,

v

r ,

2

) .

(44)
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It is clear that

tu{Y2)=l,

t22(Y2)

= l,

t12(Y2)

= 0.

Besides, the normal stress vector t coïncides with (tlv tl2) on the base of
the semi-strip 77 and with ± (tl2, t22) on its sides.
Applying Green formula and recalling boundary value conditions for X and
Y we obtain
(•1/2
J -1/2

f°
2

J -o» 2V ^

±

= 4 x.t^\Y2)de=x\
Ja/7

v

/
2/

y*.P\x)de
n

idn

where ^/€ implies an are length element on dI7. The analogous relations
j»l/2

f

J -1/2

Ja/i

Ja/7

f1/2

= -2/2J J2(0,f,2)tl2(X;0^2)dr}2

2

=^ ~ j

f1/2

j\dr,2

leads us to the first equality we need verify.
•
We put (42) and (43) into (38), calculate immediately intégrais containing
v2, v°t q and apply Lemma 3 together with représentation (41) to finish the
dérivation of the relations
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that are equivalent to (38) with j = 3, i = 1, 3 and can be rewritten in the
vector form

^X^2^

yedQ,

(45)

where s' is the unit vector, tangent to dû. We emphasize that (31), (40) and
(45) imply boundary value conditions for the Systems (22) with
k = 0, 1,2. Moreover, the compatibility conditions for (22), k = 0, follow
from (13) (see (24)) while the ones for (22), k - 2, can be verified with help
of the equality

xf [«Ty). </(>)] [V,.$00] <fe
(compare (28) with (45)). We submit the solution vk to the orthogonality
conditions
(46)

ffl

(e/ (7)) and conclude, according to (26), (40), that vl = 0.
5. JUSTIFICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTICS

We suppose that
S +9I

\

e+

\

(47)

with some positive s. Then in virtue of well-known assertions connected with
smoothness of solutions of elliptic problems we get the inequality
l|t; 0 ;H £ + 1 3 / 2 (O)|| + ||D 2 ;i/ £ + 9 / 2 (&)|| ^ cJTt

(48)

for the solutions of (22), (31) and (22), (45). In (48) and further Jr£ means
the sum of the norms of ƒ, q and p in the function spaces indicated in (47).
Besides, the formulae
\\Vi;H6'i(Q1)\\^cjVet

i=l,...,4,

(49)

are valid. To dérive (49), we refer to (20), (21), (25), (27) in case i ^ 3, and
at i = 4 we recall the structure of the right-hand side of (18) and orders (in
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y) of differential operators in (17). We note also that, first, we can utilize
arbitrary v3 while solving problem (18) with j ~ 4 and, second, the compatibility conditions for it were fulfilled by (22), (28) (see the very end of
Sect. 3).
Observing formulae (41)-(43) and applying Proposition 2 twice, we obtain
\\WJ-H6-J(dQ;Hl(II))\\

^cJT€

(50)

where j = 2, 3 and
\\W\HXdQ\jf)\\

= || s^

|| W(s,. ) \JtT\\ \Hs(dQ)\\ .

We take
(/A(x) = ( A j ) , 0 ) + / i 2 ( ^ ) , 0 ) + ^ 3 ( ^ ) , 0 ) +
4

4

as the global approximation field for the solution uh of the initial problem
(l)-(3). The functions v1, v2, Vj and w2, w3 have been found in Section 3 and
4. We define W4 (or w4 that is the same) as a solution of problems (35), (36)
at j = 4, since we fulfill orthogonality conditions (38) by fixing the field
xM{v3) on dû (cf. Sect. 4). We avoid any other restriction on v3 and, of
course, can choose it so as
\\v3-H\Q)\\ *kcJfz

( 52)

and (46) with k = 3 is satisfied. Besides, the inequality (46) holds true also
for j = 4.
Our immédiate objective is to calculate and to estimate the discrepancies
produced in (l)-(3) by (51). Let Uvh + Uwh dénote the right-hand side of (51).
Owing to procedure performed in Section 3 we have

BUvh-P±

=h4BlV4

= gv±

on Sh±

and in virtue of (49), (52) and (17)
|| ^

; L 2 (Q h ) || ^ ch7/2 Jft,
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Let us dwell upon Uw and its discrepancies
wh

J -vTI
Lj
u

X

— [T v l uTïwh +-4- v ^ 7 nh5~m

— L^> X\

X 2~i

BXUwh = [B,x] Uwh + X 2

m
5 m
^Cp^ ^ w ~

— <3SrW i in
n

^

h5~m &(m) w5~m = gw

on

f)
^h

S* .

m=\

Here [ P , Ô] = PQ - QP is the commutator of the operators P and Q ;
?(m)
and ^ ( m ) are "tails" of décompositions of the operators L and £ written
e2
in the coordinate (s, n, z)> In accordance with Section 4, where initial tenus of
these décompositions were taken into accoung while we formed problems
(35), (36) to find W\ the operator J2?(m) consists of the differential expressions
n ^n^zdks

( i + j +k ^ 2 , t =i + j - 2 +m )

(53)

with smooth and bounded coefficients. Recalling Remark 2 we conclude, due
to (53) and the inequality dist (rj, 0*± ) ^ cr\x for rj G 77, that
tFw G L2(IJ). Moreover, in virtue of Proposition 2

fi

ch2(5-m)

PO

fih/2

2

„20^-2-0.

-m) + (/

x

e2<571 dr}, ^ ch 8 JTB.

Since supports of commutator coefficients lay inside the curvilinear strip
{x G ÖA : - d < n < - ï) where d, £ > 0, we also obtain

-d
2
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Resuming the relations derived for 3F™ and using the same arguments to
estimate gw we find that
II &™ ; L2( Qh) || ^ ch 4 JT£,

\\gw±- L 2 ( S * ) II « ch 9/2 JT\ .

According to our choice of boundary value conditions on the end of the
semi-strip 77, we arrive at
()

g

on Si

\\g°;L2(S0h)\\^chmjre.

At last, we mention that it possible to fix the % and the d (see the texts below
(32) and (7), respectively) such that supp lFh a Q\co, and, hence, Uh inherits
orthogonality conditions (7) from (46).
Our considérations resuit in the following assertion.
THEOREM 1 : Under (47) and (5), (13) the solution u of (l)-(3), (6), (7) and
the approximation function (51) are related by
\\<j(uh)-a(Uh)\\h+\uh-Uh\h^
^ceh7l2{\\f;HE

+ 9l2

(Q)\\ + \\q;HE +9l2(Q)\\ + \\p ; He+\dQ)\\},

(54)

since | . \h means the norm indicated in (11). The constant ce dépends neither
on ƒ, q, p nor on h e. ( 0, 1 ].
Proof : Applying the estimâtes we have just obtained we follow the vérification of Proposition 1 which shows, in particular, how to use Korn's
inequality (11). •
Remark 3 : The précision O(hin) of the asymptotic approximation (51) in
the norm | . \h holds true even under slighter restrictions on/, q, p than in (47)
(it is very predictable that in (54) £ can be replaced by e - 1 ). To check this
point up, one has to estimate H\ j2ft)*-norms of discrepancies, i.e. to treat an
intégral identity, to perform a refined intégration by parts, and so on. Hère, in
order to simplify the vérification of the inequality (54), we lose this chance.
Since in virtue of (52), (49), (50)

we can exclude these terms from the approximation formula (51).
COROLLARY 1 : Under (47) and (5), (13) the inequality
(55)
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is valid where Jf e means the sum from the braces in (51).
Remark 4 : Observing (51) and (11) we find that inequality (12) contains
asymptotically précise estimâtes of each term in the middle of (11) with
exception of h2 \\ dz uh/\\ \ and h2 \\ Vy u\ || \. These terms turn out to be smaller
than O(hm) because of
II àz Uh'\\h = h2\\dz V2'\\h+O(h2) = O(h3/2) ,
\WyUh3\\ =h\\VyV\\\h+O(h2)

=

O(hm).

The author does not know whether the multipliers h2 at the above terms can
be eliminated. Moreover, the estimate (12) becomes totally précise only in the
case the new multipliers h~ 2 appear in place of h2. The latter, of course, is
impossible in view of (9). It looks like that the relation

l i a y i * + II v, «3 II =o(hm)
follows from the additional assumptions on data smoothness and can not be
derived from Korn's inequality itself.

6. THE HIGH PRECISION PROBLEM

The latéral side S°h influences the whole stress-strain state of the plate
Qh, flrst, by appearing of boundary layer component parts in solution asymptotics and, second, by perturbing the right-hand sides of boundary value
conditions for component solutions of "smooth type". The last fact shows, in
particular, that plate edge effects do no concentrate in the vicinity of S°h. While
one describes such effects far from S°h it is very natural to unité three
resembling problems for the smooth component solutions u°, vl and v2 into
one problem. Although its solution v* may be computed by the same means
as the solution v of (22), (31), it approximates the déformation of the plate
more precisely.
The sum
(56)
turns out to be a solution of the problem
LXVy)v\y)=f\y),ye

Q;

z(n\v

;y) = p\y),y

e dQ ,

(57)
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where V is the Lame operator (see (22)) and

We outline that ƒ* is obtained by summing (24), (26) and (28) while p* is the
sum of the right-hand sides of (31), (40) and (45). The function v* enjoies
orthogonality conditions (46). Due to (47)
feH\Q),

p*eH5/2(dQ),

v*eH4(Q).

Starting with v we introducé the three-dimensional displacement field
U' = ({/', Ui)<BH\Q„),
2

Ij*1 = v*

+

%-—JL-

and the stress tensor a e L2(Qh),
•<^=T*(t/*')'^=0'<733

= 0

'

0".*=1.2).

(59)

In addition,

The fields t / e Hl(Qh) and â e L2(Qh) are constructed directly (without
sol ving any problem),
We are going to estimate the divergences of U + £/ and a + a from
wft and a(uh), respectively. In virtue of Theorem 1 it suffices to compare (58),
(60) with (51).
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According to (21), (25), (26) we have

and therefore
\Uvh-U*-Û\h^ch1/2jTe.

(61)

We compute the stresses corresponded to Uvh (see (29)) and, due to (53), (60),
conclude that
|| <T( Uvh ) - a* - â ||h^ ch7/2 JTB

(62)

Since
\Uwh\h+
the exponent of h in the résultant inequality for \u
uhh - U* - Û\k becomes
smaller than the exponent in (54). To improve the situation, we put power s of
the weight multiplier dh(x) ~ max {h9 dist (y, dQ)} into L2(Qh)-norms of
functions in (11), Le. we treat function spaces with weighted norms. By
choosing suitable exponents of dh we diminish the contribution of Uwh to the
corresponding weighted norm of uh :

\\\UW\ EE {|| df Vy UwH'\\ l + h2\\ df dz Uwh'\\ l + II d\a Uwh'\\ l +

h2 il df vy u;h n ; + u d f dz vf ii l + h~2 il d f ï / f || 5}1/2 ^ Ch7/2
(63)

While verifying (63), one ought to recall (51) and to take into account the
relation

Çh/2

c\

|*0

i -h/2
i -d
-i
-h/2 J

where m, a > 0 and T e

{hi +

rf)meAanlndzdn^Ctf

L2(dQ).
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We note that dh(x)k ^ C for k = 0 and reduce (61) and (62) to
\\\Uvh - U* - U\\\h + \\df[a{ Uh) - a* - â] || ^ ch7/2 Jf .
Thus, in virtue of (43) the following assertion has been proved.
THEOREM 2 : Under the conditions
\\d™l<j(uh)
^~

i 7/2 /

- v - ô]\\h+
Mr

TJ£ +

9/2/ s-\ \

of Theorem

III u -U*
M

.

H

-Û
TT£ +

1 the

inequality

||| h s£
9/2/ /-\ \ u .

M

TT€

+ 5 / •-» \ n \

s s- A \

^ c e f c ( | | / ; //
(fi)|| + ||#;H
( f i ) II + \ p ; #
( f i ) II) ( 6 4 )
is valid. Hère U , G and U, â are defined by the formulae (58)-(60) where
v is the solution (56) of the two-dimensional problem (57).
Remark 4 : In the vicinity of the latéral surface of Qh the approximations
v° + hV1 and U* + Û possess the same asymptotic accuracies (because the
boundary value component h w is ignored by both of them). Nevertheless,
at a distance of S°h (for example, on (cox ( - h/2, h/2)) the sum
U* + Û gives more précise approximation than v° + hV1. We repeat that to
find U* is to solve the problem (57) of just the same type as the problem for
v°9 while formulae (60) for Û contain only the datum q. The analogous
conclusions hold true also for stress fields.
7. GENERALIZATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

In previous sections we treated loads of special type (5) ; hère we touch
upon modifications which do not influence both the approach and results.
i) Let us suppose that the bases S^ of the plate are f ree of loads and the
mass forces are neglectable, too. In other words, q = 0 and ƒ = 0 in (5) and
(1), (2). In this case the high précision problem (57) coincides completely with
the problem (22), (31) for v° and, by the way, v2 = 0. Moreover, in virtue of
(41) the leading term h2 w2 of the boundary layer disappears and
Jjwh = h3 w3 + h4 w4 in (51). It is just the reason to improve the estimate
(64) by diminishing exponents in the weight multipliers.
We assume the formulae (58), (59) with v* = v° to hold true, while
Û = 0, â -0 in accordance with (60). Repeating the same arguments and
calculations as in Section 6 we arrive at the inequalities
n jl/2r / h \
*i M
\\dh [ G ( U ) - G ] | |

, 7/2 M
A

^ c

e

h

TTe-

"

\ \ p ; H

Vy( uh' - U" ) || „ + h || dz( uh' - U*~ ) ||h + || uh' - U" ||h +
\\Vy(<u\-U\)\\h+\\dfdJ<u\-U\)\\h
x

\\df{u\
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They looks like (64) (or (63)), but each term in the left of them has the better
weight multiplier d A (jc) ( '~ 1)+ in place of dh(x)\
It follows from (65) that, by applying only the solution v° of the usual
two-dimensional problem (22), (31) on longitudinal déformation of plate
Qh, we may approximate the three-dimensional displacement field u1 with
unpredictably high précision O(h3) (the symbol O is to be understood in the
sensé of (65), while h is wasted to compensate plate's thickness h). The
représentations of stresses lose their précision O(h3) only in the vicinity of
S0
We emphasize that the assumption on the smoothness of dû is décisive for
the above-mentioned fact s to hold true. For ex ample, in the case of a cracked
plate, where angular points of the boundary dQ appear, the précision of the
approximation, even far from the crack, becomes equal to O( h ) (see [24, 25]).
ii) Let us introducé a compression component s into the loads applied at
plate bases S ƒ . In other words, we replace (2) by

where q. e H£ + 9/2(Q), q3 e H£ + n/2(Q) (compare with (47)). Retaining the
approach to construct the asymptotics, we restrict ourselves to present only the
list of the corrections in the previous formulae : définitions (21), (25) and (27)
of V1, V2 and V should to be supplemented respectively by the terms

in stresses (29) there appear the additional addenda
À

e

h2\r2

11

l

X

o,
the right-hand sides of the corresponding high précision problem (57) take the
form
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iii) Let us change (2), (3) for
,

*eS*;
(66)

and
set
ƒ= 0
in
(-oo,0] 3 fjx •-> 0>±(h,s,rjl)

(1).
In
(66)
the
have compact supports;

^>° G He +5(dQ ; H 1 / 2 (- 1/2, 1/2)) , ^

±

°'

functions

e He +5(dQ ; // 1/2 (-°o, 0 ) ) ; (67)
f

i/2) = - &\(K s, - f]2) ,
(68)

décompositions of 3P ~, 0* in powers of /r with non-negative integer exponent s are available. The problem (1), (66) corresponds to the plate Qh loaded
in the vicinity of its latéral surface (for instance, plate's edge is held by a vice).
The symmetry requirements (68) are analogous to (5) and the smoothness
requirements (67) are in accordance with (47), (50) and Remark 2.
The asymptotic procedure described in Section 3 and 4 is fit to investigate
the problem (1), (66), too. The only modification, needed in addition, touchs
upon the boundary layer component solution (32) which has now
hx w1 ( s, rj ) as the leading term. The vector W1 with the components
W\ = wln, W\ = w*, and w\ = w] turns out to be a solution of problems (35)
and (36) where j = 1 and
H\=Q,
tfjV,

Hl2 = 0,

7/3 = 0 ;

17, ) = &* (0, s, rjx ) , Kl2\s, nx ) = 0>* (0, s, r]x ) ,

K\°(s, rj2) = 0>°n(O, s, t,2) - znn(v° ; s, 0 ) , Kl20(s, rj2)

In virtue of Proposition 2 we arrive at the following condition for the solution
W1 to vanish at an exponential rate as r\x - ^ - 0 0 :
T ( " ) (o°;y) = r°(5), y e d£2 .
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Hère r° = ( r°, r° ) ; rs and rn are components of the main vector of the load
&> on dI7 which coincides with 0^ at rjx = 0 and ± ^ ±
at

|

Ja/7

J

ï&n(0,s,r!)dtn9

m = 0, 1 .

The expressions of H , K , K are combersome and we list only the
components figuring in the orthogonaiity conditions (38). As in Section 4, we
take (33), (34) into account and dérive the représentations
ff?U 17) = (A + A*) d, ô, Wj(*,>/) + ( A + 2 AI)

,s,r,x),

(70)

0. s, 7.) - K W\(s, i/„ ± 1/2) ,
0, *, 7,) - Aôs wj(5, o, f72)

( s , »72) = ÔA ^ ( 0 , s, i72) - AJâ, W\(s, 0,

In order to calculate the intégrais in (38) at j = 2 we use the following
formulae.
LEMMA

4 : The equalities
f

m/2

a,wJ^7 + A
in

W\drj2 =
J - 1/2

±\
n

J - ira

r
)
Jn

r
Jn

±

-2iuR1,

w\dVl=XR2,

r ir/i/22

3,^^-A 1/2
J-

r ir/i/22
J -11/2
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are valid where Wl\ W\ are solutions of problems (36), (36) with right-hand
sides (70),

dI7

= v l Jan
f rJl
and y1, Y2 mean vector fields (44).
Proof : As in the proof of Lemma 3, the first and second equalities are
obtained by applying the Green formula with Yl and W1 for the Lame operator
in 77. To dérive the third equality, one may put jT x nx and W\ into Green
formula for the Laplace operator. The forth one is obvious. •
Due to the obtained relations we transform (38) with j = 2 into the
conditions
TJV1 ; s,0) = r](s) + XdsR2(ï) ,
1

1

(71)

Thus, we have got the problems (22), (69) and (22), (71) to define v° and
vl (note that f=/=0
in (22) according to ƒ=()).
We avoid boundless calculations to find boundary conditions for v3 and we
finish considération of problem (1), (66) with mentioning that both the
justification of the asymptotics and the formation of the high précision
problem can be performed according to the patterns we use in previous
sections.
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